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* Terumo uses the term “associates” to refer to our employees, emphasizing the idea of employees as partners with whom we work together.

Respect — Appreciative of others

We show respect and appreciation toward associates, customers, and business partners.

We value individuality and diverse cultures, and listen widely and carefully to different opinions and the voice of society.

Integrity — Guided by our mission

As associates of Terumo Group, responsible for life and health, we always act with sincerity and a sense of mission.

Through our daily efforts, we build trust among all stakeholders.

Care — Empathetic to patients

We are mindful that everything we do ultimately connects us to patients.

We strive to understand healthcare providers deeply and work together with them to give patients a better future.

Quality — Committed to excellence

To ensure safety and reliability in healthcare, we view each issue from a “gemba” perspective in order to find  

the optimal solution.

As well as product quality, we pursue excellence in all we do, from product supply to customer care.

Creativity — Striving for innovation

We promote a mindset that embraces challenge for the future, and work with curiosity and passion.

We respond to the needs of “gemba” by delivering products and services that create meaningful value in a timely manner.

Core Values

Contributing to Society through Healthcare
We contribute to society by providing valued products and services in the healthcare market and 

by responding to the needs of patients and healthcare professionals.

Group Mission
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Information Disclosure System

Main Section
1 Group Mission and Core Values
2 Contents and Editorial Policy
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8 Value Creation Process
10 CAFO Message
14 CSV and ESG Themes of the GS26
18 Financial and Non-financial Highlights
20 At a Glance
 Strategies by Company
22  Cardiac and Vascular Company
26  Medical Care Solutions Company
30  Blood and Cell Technologies Company

ESG Section
35 Sustainability at the Terumo Group
39 Environment
40  EHS Management
42   Development of Environmentally Friendly  

and Safe Products
44  Initiatives to Address Climate Change
48   Effective Utilization of Resources  

and Initiatives to Realize a Circular Economy
50  Effective Utilization of Water Resources
51  Proper Control of Chemical Substances
52  Initiatives for Biodiversity Conservation
54 Society
55  Quality and Safety of Products and Services
58  Procurement
60  Human Resources
74  Human Rights
75  Contribution to Society and Local Communities
77 Governance
78  Corporate Governance
87  Dialogue with Independent Director
90   Directors, Audit and Supervisory Committee  

Members, and Executive Officers
93  Dialogue with Shareholders and Investors
94  Risk management
99  Compliance
103  Intellectual Property
104 Data Sheets
105  Ten-Year Financial Summary
106  Consolidated Financial Statements
109  Human Resources and Labor Data
111  Environmental Data
116  Independent Assurance Statement
118  Corporate Information

Coverage
Report coverage includes, in principle, those elements 
of the global Terumo Group falling within the scope of 
consolidated earnings statements. When the scope 
differs from that described above, notification will 
be provided.

Covered Period
The covered period is fiscal 2022 (April 1, 2022–
March 31, 2023), but it includes some activities 
conducted before and after this period.

Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards
Beginning with its financial results announcement for 
fiscal 2017, the Company has adopted International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) with the goal 
of making its financial information more easily 
comparable to that of companies around the world 
and to improve management accuracy and strengthen 
corporate governance through the global application 
of uniform rules.

Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-looking 
Statements
Forward-looking statements in this report, including 
financial projections, are based upon assumptions 
using information available at the time and are not 
intended to be a guarantee of future events or 
performance. Accordingly, it should be noted that 
actual results may differ from forecasts and 
projections due to various factors. Factors affecting 
actual results include, but are not limited to, changes 
in the economic conditions surrounding Terumo, 
fluctuations in foreign exchange rates, and the state of 
competition. Information on market share in this 
report is partly derived from our own independent 
research. Information about products (including 
products currently in development) included in this 
report is not intended to constitute advertising or 
medical advice.

Referenced Guidelines (ESG Section)
• GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards
• SASB Standards
•  Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 

(TCFD)
•  Japanese Ministry of the Environment, 

Environmental Reporting Guidelines 2018

Editorial Policy
At Terumo, we prepare the Terumo Report as the integrated report to provide stakeholders with an overview of our 
initiatives for creating medium- to long-term value and increasing corporate value. Terumo Report consists of the 
Main Section and the ESG Section. In the Main Section, we present the management policy for the Terumo Group, 
our medium- to long-term growth strategy, and initiatives to create social value (CSV) through solving healthcare 
challenges. In the ESG Section, we present, in a comprehensive manner, our approach to sustainability management 
and priority themes, organizational structure for promoting sustainability, and ESG initiatives, which serve as the 
foundation to support our creation of social value, together with related data.

Business/financial information Non-financial information

Investor relations website
https://www.terumo.com/investors

• Financial results and presentation materials
• Information relating to the 5-year Growth Strategy
•  Terumo Corporation Consolidated Financial Statements  

and notes
• Information relating to the General Meeting of Shareholders
• Stock information, etc.

Sustainability website
https://www.terumo.com/sustainability

• Sustainability policy, management structure, and priorities
• Highlights of sustainability initiatives
• GRI Standards Index, etc.

Corporate Governance Report
https://www.terumo.com/about/governance

Terumo Report (Main Section and ESG Section)
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